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E-GAZETTE MK II*
The e-Gazette Mk II* is a monthly news-letter circulated free to members of the
NZAHAA and their friends by e-mail only. It may be copied and forwarded to fellow
collectors, we ask that any material used by others is acknowledge to this
publication.
Copyright where indicated remains with the contributor of the item.
Views expressed here are those of the contributors and do not necessarily reflect
those of the NZAHAA or its Branches.
All correspondence relating to the e-Gazette should be addressed to:
The Editor, Phil Cregeen at: oilyrag@xtra.co.nz To unsubscribe e-mail the Editor.
All correspondence relating to NZAHAA membership should be addressed to the
National Secretary:PO Box 694, Rangiora 7440 e-mail:
nzahaa.secretary@gmail.com

EDITORIAL
SEVEN gang related shooting incidents across Auckland in one 24 hour period.
This level of gang violence in our biggest city is a clear indication, that all the government
firearm legislation since March 2019 has been a complete failure. As LFOs have said all
along the Prime Minister targeted the wrong people in her gun confiscation and new laws
making it harder for responsible Kiwis to own firearms.
Rather then spending a further $ 208 Million on requiring the Commissioner of
micro manage shooting clubs and their ranges, as well as compiling lists of
owned firearms, she would be better advised to spend this tax payers money
proactive policing of the numerous gangs and their members who are currently
finger at her and the police.

Police to
privately
on more
poking a

Far be it for me to tell the government how this should be done, but it is clear that the
government has been poorly advised in their arms legislation, which has so far totally
failed to make New Zealand safer. In fact it is a far less safe country than it was 3 years
ago.
Perhaps Christopher Luxon, National party leader has the right approach when he
suggested scrapping the gun register in favour of specialist anti gang police squads.
All the best,
Phil
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UP COMING EVENTS
2022
4 & 5 June

Please send me your event dates

11 June

Northland Branch Gun Show, Whangarei

11 June

Carvell’s Auction, Auckland

18 June

Canterbury Branch Auction, Christchurch

6 August

Ruahine Arms Fair, Palmerston North

20 & 21 Aug

Militaria Show, Tauranga

3 September

Ruahine Branch Auction, Palmerston North

17 September

Northland Branch Auction, Ruakaka

29 & 30 October

Sika Show, Hamilton

29 October

Canterbury Branch Auction, Christchurch

Ted Rogers Militaria Auction, Paraparaumu
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FROM THE GUN ROOM by Andrew Edgcombe
New Zealand had quite an armaments industry during the second world war, we produced our own
Mills Bombs, 3” Mortars and mortar bombs, STEN Guns and fighting knives to name a few. The
Charlton MG conversion was another along with the Mitchel submachine gun.
These alloy handled knuckle knives are another true Kiwi product, these knives have featured in
various publications, often being credited to our Australian brethren. Aside from the “standard”
military contract alloy knuckle knives there were a few variants produced. Some of these knives
were available as private purchase models and many were sold to US servicemen stationed in New
Zealand before deploying into the Pacific theatre or they were traded in the field hence they quite
regularly turn up for sale in the States at gun shows. NOTE, American servicemen were
desperately short of fighting knives, in the States a campaign was introduced where knives were
donated for distribution to troops, many WW1 fighting knives and hunting knives were put to
good use before Americas own production could meet demand, this was dubbed “Save a life
with a knife”.
Here is a “skull crusher” variant, these odd-looking knives likely to have been produced as a
variant pattern alongside then superseded by the more prolific standard Knuckle Knife. These
knives would have been issued or available to New Zealand troops fighting in the pacific, theatre
made variants were produced in the islands by enterprising Kiwis as trade /sale items to satisfy the
demand of American troops.

A stubby (around 5”) bladed knife with a prominent skull crusher point on the untextured
alloy handle. Crude but fit for purpose. Note standard knuckle knives in the background.
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The Skull Crusher pattern is certainly an “ugly duckling”, I have only seen four of these in person
over the years, two were part of a collection I recently disposed of for a fellow collector. All the
examples I have viewed are marked AKE REGD on the stubby blade. AKE, the Māori word for
“forever” and REGD for registered as in registered trademark.
Being so AKR REGD marking observed on these Skull
crusher knives >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Who made them? Markings on standard pattern knuckle
knives are rare as most were unmarked, although there are
examples marked NZ CUTTLERS, TUI REGD and as above
AKE REGD. These are all attributed to E Goddard Ltd, an
Auckland knife maker which traded under several names and
would be best known as New Zealand Cuttlers Company
Auckland.
Keep an eye out for these interesting and collectable knives,
they still turn up at gun shows and auctions and are very
interesting pieces of our Kiwi heritage.

Two more AKR REGD marked skull
crushers, knife to the right is rather
worn but the marking is there.>>>>
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MY BRITISH SEA SERVICE WEAPON COLLECTION By John Carter
Part Three Flintlock Pistols
12 inch barrel Sea Service Pistols
I have two examples of the early 1718 pattern pistols. The first one was manufactured by ‘EDGE’
in 1760 and so marked on the tail of the lock. These pistols were cheap to produce and ideal for
Sea Service where the survival rate was extremely low. .56 cal (24 bore) There is no bridle on the
frizzen or on the tumbler inside the lock. The bottom of the frizzen pan is facetted with three faces
rather than rounded as on the later models
It is fitted with a short belt hook which is a later addition as all 12 inch barrel pistols were fitted
with long belt hooks. The barrel also has a foresight which is unusual but looks as if its been there
a long time.
I purchased this one from Wallis & Wallis, UK 2008

Note the different frizzen pans>
The other pattern 1718, modified in 1756, is very similar,
it has a 12 inch barrel, .56 cal (24 bore) the rounded
frizzen pan has no bridle, inside lock with no bridle on the
tumbler. Lock marked with Georgian Crown over GR,
marked on tail of lock ‘GRICE’ and dated 1764. (The last
year for dating locks). Fitted with a wooden rammer and a
long belt hook. The butt fitted with a heavy ‘skull crusher’
smooth brass ball butt cap, (unlike the Land service ones
which have a groove around the butt cap). These early
pistols are Very Rare. They can be easily recognised by
having only one screw protruding through the lock behind
the hammer. I purchased this one from a Dunbar Sloane auction in Auckland NZ in 2003.

Top one 1718 pattern, bottom one 1790 pattern note lock plate screw holes.
Showing long belt hooks
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Comparison of Locks
1715 pattern
no bridle on
tumbler or
frizzen pan

1790 pattern
with bridle on
tumbler and
frizzen pan
The other 12 inch barrel Sea Service pistol in the collection is the 1790 pattern and is in pristine
unfired condition and believed to have come from the Tower of London via an Auckland NZ gun
dealer in 1981.
The lock on this one has the bridle on both frizzen pan and tumbler, and marked with Georgian
Crown over GR and Tower on the tail. Fitted with wooden rammer and long belt hook. Standard .
56 cal as are all Sea Service pistols (whereas the Land service ones are .69 cal) , and the ‘skull
crusher’ butt cap.
When compared with the two early ones above, using the reference ‘Pattern dates for British
Ordnance Small Arms 1718-1783’ by De Witt Bailey, Ph.D. I found fourteen minor differences.
**********
9 inch barrel Sea Service Pistols
The Short Sea Service pistol with 9 inch barrel, .56 cal. These were originally the 12 inch pistols
now cut down to 9 inch. c1820. The wooden rammer was replaced with a steel one and the ramrod
pipes were modified to just the one tail pipe, and the belt hook shortened. Purchased in 1983 from
Weller & Dufty UK. Condition Excellent
Another similar one I purchased at a Sotheby’s auction in London 2004. I just happened to be
there when the auction was on and although the description said New Land pattern I was not
convinced and had a go.
(The lot also included a pepperbox and a Georgian
Naval dirk) so I couldn’t go wrong. Anyway when I
got home and did a bit of research in ”British
Military Pistols 1603-1888” by R. E. Brooker Jr. I
discovered that this was a scarce variation of the
Short Sea Service pistol manufactured as a 9 inch
barrel and not cut down, similar in design to the New
Land pattern except in .56 cal, skull crusher butt cap,
steel rammer and short belt hook specially for the
Navy. c 1805. The condition is only fair but I am
happy to have it.
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The last pattern Sea Service Flintlock pistol with 9 inch barrel,.56 cal, belt hook etc; the main
difference is the steel captive rammer and the lock is marked with William IV Crown and Cypher
c1830, and is in Excellent condition also. Purchased from Paul Downey UK in 1984
Top one cut down 12 inch barrel to 9 inch.
Note differences in side plates
Centre one manufactured as 9 inch barrel.
shorter belt hooks.
Bottom one also manufactured as 9 inch barrel
with WIVR cypher.

**********
Brass barrel Bouillon pistol
My latest acquisition is also a Sea Service flintlock pistol, with a 7 inch brass barrel, manufactured
for Special Service as issued to Captain Philippe d’Auvergne Royal Navy, Prince of Bouillon
c1786-96.
24 bore (.58cal) made by Henry Nock, the lock plate marked “Tower & Nock” with royal crown
over GR
Purchased from a UK dealer August 2009 at the London Gun Fair. Ex condition. Extremely Rare
Note:- 200 pairs of these pistols were made by Durs Egg & Henry Nock for Philippe d’Auvergne,
Prince of Bouillon, a Captain (later Admiral) in the Royal Navy stationed on Jersey in the Channel
Islands,
He organised secret service activities in France passing the information back to Whitehall, London

Inspectors stamp & date

Barrel mark
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COLFO News Issue #3 May 2022
http://colfo.org.nz

Dangerous’ rules for firearms ranges revealed
COLFO members making submissions on proposed regulations for firearm clubs and
ranges found worrying new rules that will diminish public safety rather than improve it.
COLFO spokesperson Hugh Devereux-Mack says; “We found dangerous changes that
would have slipped through, such as barring under-16s from training on ranges, which
are the safest environment possible.”
“Under-16s are legally allowed to use firearms under supervision, and many kids in rural
areas grow up with firearms in their household or at their jobs. Yet the regulations would
ban them from learning safe practices on a controlled range. They will instead do their
training privately at home or with friends.”
Another dangerous rule is that club certificates, which will be public documents, will
describe each club’s secure firearm storage. “The number of firearms being stolen from
licensed owners has decreased significantly. To publish complete information about how
a club stores their firearms is sending an invitation to criminals,” says Devereux-Mack.
These dangerous rules are accompanied by others that COLFO members have called
“excessive beyond stupid.” The rules ask for information already supplied by clubs, or
are unnecessarily detrimental to a club’s ability to operate. “The regulations would
require clubs to supply information they already give to Government as an incorporated
society, and charge a fee for processing the repeated information.”
Devereux-Mack says the significant new costs and form filling will bring an end to some
clubs. “The rules seem almost designed to make it too hard or too expensive. The extra
cost just isn’t feasible for small clubs such as those set up by rural firearms owners to
practice safely with mates.” “If some clubs decided to save money and bulk-buy
ammunition for their members, their club would be required to include audited financial
accounts at a cost of upwards of $2000, on top of the stacks of spreadsheets needed
regardless." Devereux-Mack explains that clubs are community aﬀairs, not camouflaged
tactical teams.

There should be more clubs and ranges, to encourage people to
practice their skills with others in a safe and controlled
environment.
“The rules will force all members of the club to hold a firearms license. For many clubs,
that means losing the retiree who acts as treasurer, or family members who help with
dishing out the milo.”
Non-licensed newcomers will only be able to participate in club activities for a maximum
of three months. “Restricting non-license holders from club activities, who are legally
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allowed to use firearms under supervision, is nonsensical. Not only does it contradict the
law, it’s also a huge move away from the family-friendly environments that club members
value, for no additional safety benefit.” “A licensed firearm owner who wants to
introduce their spouse to the hobby will be unable to access a controlled range
environment after three months and be forced to do it privately. For communities that
host club days monthly, that’s only three chances to go on a range.” “There should be
more clubs and ranges, to encourage people to practice their skills with others in a safe
and controlled environment. Instead, clubs across the country are worrying whether they
can keep their long-term secretary on board, and how they will be able to aﬀord the
extra fees.”
Public consultation on the proposed regulations for firearm clubs and ranges closed on
May 4. COLFO made a detailed submission.

Coronial Inquiry into Christchurch Massacre

Firearm legislation changes should be reversed says COLFO
The coronial inquiry into the March 15 terror attack is now likely to highlight the
inadequacy of the firearms legislation that was rushed through by Government
afterwards.
The Coroner has announced that she will review whether the firearms licensing process
followed by police in issuing the gunman’s firearms licence can be causally connected to
the attack. It will consequently evaluate whether the Arms Act amendments of 2020
suﬃciently addressed those ineﬃciencies.
COLFO says the result will become part of the judgement of history against the Labour
Government’s immediate legislative response to the attack. It believes the Coroner’s
answer will be that it is causally connected to the attack because issuing the firearm
licence gave the man access to guns he was not fit and proper to hold, and that none of
the subsequent law changes addressed the reasons why Police made that error of
process and judgement.
COLFO spokesperson Hugh Devereux-Mack says the Royal Commission’s inquiry
already proved that the Arms Legislation Act 2020 would not have made a diﬀerence to
the events. “COLFO said at the time that the proposed firearms register, harsher dealer
and storage rules, would not have altered the outcome of March 15. Dealers, storage
and a record of firearms had nothing to do with the shooting. This was implicit in the
Royal Commission’s inquiry, which identified Police failure in suﬃciently vetting the
Christchurch Terrorist during his license application, incorrectly deeming him to be fit
and proper.”
Despite the Inquiry results, the Government elected to pass more unrelated laws for the
Police to enforce on licensed firearm owners. “The firearms law changes hustled through
by Government only make it harder for hobbyists, pest controllers and farmers to go
about their lives and business. “We look forward to the coronial inquiry recognising that
the changes to the Arms Act would not have aﬀected the outcome of March 15 and are
therefore unjustified and should be reviewed.”
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Ex - Commissioner applies for top UK Police job

Mike Bush, the man in charge at the time of the Christchurch massacre and the failure of
the firearm licensing system that gave the perpetrator his licence, has applied for the job
as head of the London Metropolitan Police Service.

AN UNUSUAL GUN
Contributed by Lex
Severinsen
This 24-shot revolver ‘Boat
Gun’ sold for $12,000 in
Paris. 12mm calibre…. with
a huge hammer. Lanyard
trigger.
It’s not unique, they sell in
European auctions…. But I
can’t imagine what they
could be used for ?!
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Lanchester Mk I* compiled by Phil Cregeen
Introduced into NZ Service 1941, Withdrawn 1972.
Makers:

a. Sterling Engineering Co, Dagenham & Northampton, United Kingdom
b. WW Greener
c. Boss & Co

Calibre: 9 mm x 19 Parabellum,
Length: 851 mm (33.5 in), Barrel length: 198 mm (7.80 in)
Weight: 4.38 Kg, (9.65 lb ), Rifling: 6 grooves RH twist, Magazine: 50 rounds
Rate of fire: 600 rounds/min, Full Auto only, Open bolt
Sights: flip over 100/200, Bayonet: Pat ‘07, LOA 552 mm. Blade 432 mm, MRD 16.5 mm
At the time that the Lanchester 9mm Sub Machine Gun (Machine Carbine) was
introduced into Royal Naval service in 1941, New Zealand ships were still part of the
Royal Navy and thus would have been equipped to the same scale as RN Ships. RN Ships
transferred to the RNZN after the war would have been equipped with Lanchesters as
part of the ships equipment, examples are the Cruisers Black Prince (loaned in 1946)
and Royalist (transferred in 1956).

RHS Lanchester MKI* with 50 Round Magazine and Pat. ‘07 Bayonet
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LHS Lanchester MKI* with 50 Round Magazine and Pat. ‘07 Bayonet
When Britain went to war with Germany in 1939 she had no Sub Machine Guns in her
armoury. To overcome this shortage 300,000 Thompsons were ordered from the USA,
however due to losses to U boats in the Atlantic only a third of this order arrived. By
1940 things were getting desperate and it was decided that Britain must produce her
own SMG. Early in that year two German MP 28s had been acquired and after
evaluation these were deemed suitable to meet the nation’s initial needs, since they
were relatively easy to manufacture. The army’s immediate needs for an SMG were
met by the Thompsons, but the RAF and RN still had a requirement, so a decision was
taken to manufacture 25,000 copies of the MP 28 in 9mm for each service.
In wartime every business capable of manufacturing was directed to undertake war
work, likewise civilian workers were directed to specific tasks and places of
employment where their skills could be best utilised.
Thus it was that George
Lanchester more properly an automobile engineer and George Patchett a gun designer
found themselves working at the Sterling Engineering Company in Dagenham.
In October 1940 George Lanchester was given the task of overseeing the preparation of
drawings and manufacture of prototype guns ready for firing tests, these trials were
successfully completed by the end of November. The trial guns were marked “Sterling
Automatic Carbine PG #” and could be fired on automatic or single rounds. The gun
was designed to accept a 50 round straight magazine and the Pattern 1907 sword
bayonet.
In June 1941 a contract was placed with Sterling for 50,000 Mk I guns and George
Lanchester was placed in charge of production, giving his name to the new gun. Nearly
all of the Lanchester production ended up going to the Royal Navy where it was used
primarily for boarding and landing parties. Although Sterling assembled Lanchesters at
two factories in Dagenham and Northampton, they subcontracted much of the
manufacturing work. Two other firms also shared in Lanchester assembly: WW Greener
and Boss & Co.
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By January 1942 a number of relaxations had been permitted to assist manufacture and
a new trigger assembly was tested that only allowed automatic fire. This resulted in
the Lanchester being advanced to MK I* and most Mk Is were converted accordingly.
While production of the Lanchester continued, the design team from RSAF Enfield were
working on the development of a new SMG which eventually resulted in the STEN gun;
consequently Lanchester production ceased in October 1943.
According to official records total Lanchester production was :
Sterling Dagenham (S109) & Northampton (M619)

64,580

Greener (M94)

16,990

Boss (S156)

3,900

Total

74,579

Sterling made Lanchesters are marked on the top of the magazine housing as follows:

Mk
Factory codes: S 109, M619,
Serial No _____ (A suffix indicates non interchangeable parts)
Code letters CF + No

LANCHESTER
MK I*
SA M619
63352
CF 73

The Lanchester remained in service with the Royal Navy until 1972 and was finally
declared obsolete in 1979. They also served in Commonwealth navies (including RNZN)
and foreign navies who bought ex RN ships in the 1950s and 60s. The author was trained
in the use of the Lanchester as a young officer cadet in 1965.

Lanchester with 50 round magazine, Pat 07 bayonet, magazine loading tool and
ammunition.
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New Zealand sailors armed with Lanchester off Borneo in 1965

This Lanchester sold for $2,250 in 2021
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PERSONAL PROTECTION WHEN IN YOUR CAR
Contributed by Andrew Edgcombe
Not for sale in New Zealand

A U C T I O N C ATA L O G U E F R O M I TA LY
Contributed by Dennis Lally
Another auction from Italy. Use the link to view the
pdf of the catalogue.
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MYSTERY OBJECT
Below right - Answers to oilyrag@xtra.co.nz
Last month (below left), Andrew Edgcombe was first with the correct answer saying it is
a Bren gun brass catcher for use in AFV’s.

BUY SELL OR SWAP

List items free for two issues (* indicates final
listing)
WANTED: magazine for a BSA Sportsman-Five
A sporting stock for a Lee Enfield doesn't have to look pretty.
Tim 0211013213 tann@xtra.co.nz
WANTED:
Any or all of the following .22 RF British and Empire/Commonwealth training rifles.
1. Pattern 1914 Long Rifle converted from the Charger Loading Lee Enfield Mark1*. Refer
to 'The Lee Enfield' p 487.
2. Short Rifle Pattern 1918 modified from MkIII. Barrel fitted with Parker .22 tube.
Chamber remains as .303 as the rifles were issued with conveyor cartridges in .22. Refer to
'The Lee Enfield' p 488.
3. Rifle No 7 Mk I converted from a No 4 Mk I. It has a shortened bolt body and a longer
bolt head with the magazine case fitted with a BSA 5 shot magazine. Refer to 'The Lee
Enfield' p 507.
Please email g.barber303@gmail.com or phone 0274351940
WANTED: Anchutz 1416 .22RF bolt and magazine. Bolt can be RH or L H. Would consider a
complete rifle. Also a magazine for a BSA Century .22RF or BSA Supersport.
Phone or text Rod 0276824494
WANTED: Any parts for CSRG 1915 Chauchat
Contact Graham 027 612 1469
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ANOTHER UNUSUAL GUN Contributed by lex Severinsen
The Musketoon is usually associated with the Sea Service, but this M1759 Musketoon is a Cavalry
weapon.
With a saddle ring, (similar to later carbines), a dog lock, and an oval muzzle, it was used by the
Heavy Cavalrymen of continental Europe.
They are rare (and very expensive), as they were mostly superseded by pistols and longer range
carbines, in the 1770s.
The Dog locks advantage is, it’s that silent to unleash the hammer.
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